-106]         SCYLLA AND CHARYBDIS          IpS
Ipfall ships that go down to the sea one only has made the pass-
age, and that was the celebrated Argo, homeward bound from
Aeetes' coastXAnd she would soonhave been dashed upon those
mighty crags, if Here, for love ofJason, had not helped her past.
' ^In the other direction lie two rocks, the higher of which
rears its sharp peak up to the very sky and is capped by black
clouds that never stream away nor leave clear weather round
the top, even in summer or at harvest-time. No man on earth
could climb it, up or down, not even with twenty hands and
feet to help him; for the rock is as smooth as if it had been
polished. But half-way up the crag there is a misty cavern, facing
the West and running down to Erebus, past which, my lord
Odysseus, you must steer your ship. The strongest bowman
could not reach the gaping mouth of the cave with an arrow
shot from a ship below. It is the home of Scylla, the creature
with the dreadful bark. It is true that her yelp is no louder than a
new-born pup^s, but she is a horrible monster nevertheless, and
one whom nobody could look at with delight, not even a god if
he passed that way. She has twelve feet, all dangling in the air,
and six long necks, each ending in a grisly head with triple rows
of teeth, set thick and close, and darkly menacing death. Up to
her middle she is sunk in the depths of the cave, but her heads
protrude from the fearful abyss, and thus she fishes from her
own abode, scouting around the rock for any dolphin or sword-
fish she may catch, or any of the larger monsters which in their
thousands find their living in the roaring seas. No crew can
boast that they ever sailed their ship past Scylla without loss,
since from every passing vessel she snatches a man with each of
her heads and so bears off her prey.
The other of the two rocks is lower, as you, Odysseus, will
see, and the distance between them is no more than a bowshot.
A great fig-tree with luxuriant foliage grows upon the crag, and
it is below this that dread Charybdis sucks the dark waters down.
Three times a day she spews them up, and three times she swal-
lows them down once more in her horrible way. Heaven keep
you from the spot when she is at her work, for not even the

